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Press Note 

Chandigarh, May 12: Giving its functioning a leg-up and administering 

revenue generation a booster dose, the Excise and Taxation Department of 

the UT Administration has introduced e-Pass system for issuance of licenses 

to the wholesale and retail agencies. The entire operation involving issuance 

of permits, passes and licenses for liquor, has been fully integrated and 

computerized. 

A quick service provider, the e-Pass system has not only injected 

transparency and efficiency into the working of the department by bringing it 

on-line but also made it less time-consuming and people-friendly, reducing 

the treasury transactions by almost 80 to 90 per cent.  

Disclosing this here today, Mr Sanjay Kumar, Excise and Taxation-cum-

Finance Secretary, UT Administration, said that the number of treasury 

transactions before introduction of the e-Pass system exceeded 500 every 

day. Now, their number has been reduced to only 50 to 60 a day. “After 

introduction of the system from the current fiscal, the number of 

transactions aggregated only 1,696 in April, 2010, against more than 15,000 

in the corresponding month of April, 2009,” Mr Sanjay Kumar added. 

 Giving details of operation of the online system, Mr Brijendra Singh, Excise 

and Taxation Commissioner, Chandigarh, said that with a view to making the 

system less time-consuming and foolproof, the department had opened 

account of every agency, whose number aggregated about 500. “One has to 

place orders online for the required brands and the amount is debited to his 

account. One who has no balance in the account will not be able to place any 

order. An inspector will sign every computer print”, Mr Singh said. 



      “The system has facilitated the wholesalers of different brands of liquor 

to place orders/indents online for issuance of transport passes. This has not 

only brought about transparency and efficiency, but also helped in 

simplifying the procedure for issuance of transport passes for liquor,” Mr 

Singh added. 

      Under the old system, one had to produce a separate receipt for every 

brand one had placed an order for. Every order required a bank receipt for 

assessment fee which had to be countersigned by an inspector before he got 

the delivery, burdening the Excise Department with volumes of records and 

loads of paperwork.  

              Further, the department has guarded against any tinkering of 

records and made it easy to regulate the lifting of liquor and reconcile 

records with treasury transactions. 


